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Abstract
Despite tremendous progress in speaker verification recently,
replay spoofing attacks are still a major threat to these systems.
Focusing on dataset-specific scenarios, anti-spoofing systems
have achieved promising in-domain performance at the cost
of poor generalization towards unseen out-of-domain datasets.
This is treated as a domain mismatch problem with a domain
adversarial training (DAT) framework, which has previously
been applied to enhance generalization. However, since only
one domain discriminator is adopted, DAT suffers from the
false alignment of cross-domain spoofed and genuine pairs, thus
failing to acquire a strong spoofing-discriminative capability.
In this work, we propose the dual-adversarial domain adaptation (DADA) framework to enable fine-grained alignment of
spoofed and genuine data separately by using two domain discriminators, which effectively alleviates the above problem and
further improves spoofing detection performance. Experiments
on the ASVspoof 2017 V.2 dataset and the physical access
portion of BTAS 2016 dataset demonstrate that the proposed
DADA framework significantly outperforms the baseline model
and DAT framework in cross-domain evaluation scenarios. It is
shown that the newly proposed DADA architecture is more robust and effective for generalized replay attack detection.
Index Terms: dual-adversarial domain adaptation, domain invariant, replay spoofing attack detection, speaker verification

1. Introduction
As a more and more mature technology in identity authentication, Automatic Speaker Verification (ASV) has been deployed
into many real-world applications in telephone banking, call
centers, surveillance, etc. However, ASV systems are acknowledgedly vulnerable to various spoofing attacks, including impersonation, speech synthesis (SS), voice conversion (VC), and
replay attacks [1, 2]. Compared with SS and VC attacks (Logical Access, LA), replay attacks (Physical Access, PA) pose a
greater threat to ASV systems, for the reason that not only replay audios can be obtained with greater ease using consumergrade devices, but also replay attacks are generally more difficult to be detected [3, 4, 5]. Although recent progress in replay
spoofing detection has shown promising performance within a
specific dataset, generalization towards unseen data in training
is still very poor, especially for cross-dataset evaluation scenarios [6, 7, 8, 9]. Those results make sense due to the significant
difference in speakers, accents, text, and especially replay configurations (e.g., acoustic environment, recording and playback
devices) across datasets, which indeed lead to different data distributions and cause the spoofing detectors to over-fit seriously.
In [10], we defined this behavior as a domain-mismatch
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problem in replay spoofing detection and addressed it by introducing a domain adversarial training (DAT) framework. Specifically, a traditional neural-network-based anti-spoofing model is
adapted by adding a new domain discriminator branch and then
trained using the standard DAT strategy. Therefore, the DAT
framework can learn better deep representations that are still
spoofing-discriminative but domain-invariant. Note that there
are two critical assumptions here:
• Different spoofing datasets are regarded as different domains because the replay configurations and spoofing
types vary across them.
• Labeled source-domain data and unlabeled targetdomain data are used for training, which can be termed
as Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA).
Obviously, the key point of DAT is to reduce the domain
discrepancy by aligning the whole data distribution between the
source domain and target domain using a single domain discriminator. According to [11], the DAT method does not consider complex multi-mode structures underlying the data distributions, which may lead to false alignments among different
classes and further mix up the discriminative structure of the
main learning task. Similarly, the spoofing-discriminative capability of the aforementioned DAT framework could be somewhat weakened or even sacrificed owing to the false alignment
of cross-domain spoofed and genuine (bona fide) pairs.
Motivated by this, we present the dual-adversarial domain
adaptation (DADA) approach for replay attack detection, which
enables fine-grained alignment of spoofed and genuine data
separately based on two domain discriminators: one for the
spoofed class and the other for the genuine class. To validate the
effectiveness of the DADA framework, three neural-networkbased anti-spoofing models are evaluated: the adapted Light
CNN (LCNN) model [10], the 10-layer ResNet (ResNet10)
model [12], and our Context-Gate CNN (CGCNN) model presented in ASVspoof 2019 [13], based on which we propose the
LCNN-DADA, ResNet10-DADA, and CGCNN-DADA frameworks. It is shown that each DADA framework outperforms the
corresponding baseline model and DAT framework, with better
generalization performance on unseen cross-domain data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the proposed dual-adversarial domain adaptation framework for replay spoofing attack detection. In Section 3, we present the experimental details as well as analyze
the results. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 4.

2. Dual-adversarial domain adaptation for
replay spoofing attack detection
Based on deep neural networks, conventional anti-spoofing
models can be decomposed into two components: the feature

extractor aiming at learning deep spoofing-discriminative embeddings as well as the spoofing detector mapping the embeddings into spoofing labels (spoofed or genuine). In the DAT
framework, a domain discriminator is additionally connected
after the feature extractor through a gradient reversal layer
(GRL) [10]. Similarly, the dual-adversarial domain adaptation
framework for spoofing detection can be constructed by adding
two domain discriminators: one for the spoofed class and the
other for the genuine class. Ideally, the spoofed-class domain
discriminator distinguishes the source domain from the target
domain within spoofed data, while the genuine-class domain
discriminator differentiates them within genuine data. Nevertheless, since the target-domain data is unlabeled in spoofing,
it is not easy to decide which domain discriminator is responsible for each target-domain training sample. Fortunately, the
outputs of the spoofing detector exactly convey strong label signals, which can be used as soft spoofing labels.
Figure 1 depicts the proposed DADA architecture. Firstly,
an input feature x is fed into the feature extractor to learn a deep
embedding f . Afterward, for a labeled source-domain sample,
we train the spoofing detector and its corresponding domain discriminator (spoofed-class or genuine-class). For an unlabeled
target-domain sample, however, we first forward it through the
spoofing detector to obtain its soft label, then we train both domain discriminators together by multiplying the losses with the
corresponding class probabilities. The DADA architecture consists of three outputs: the spoofing label y ∈ Y, the spoofedclass domain label ds ∈ Ds , and the genuine-class domain label dg ∈ Dg , where Y = Ds = Dg = {[0, 1], [1, 0]}.
s
Suppose a source domain S = {(xi , yi , dsi , dgi )}n
i=1 and
g nt
s
a target domain T = {(xi , di , di )}i=1 are given as training
data. Furthermore, for a training sample xi , the spoofing label
yi = [yis , yig ] is defined as follows:


 [1, 0], xi ∈ S and xi is spoof.
s
g
[0, 1], xi ∈ S and xi is genuine.
(1)
[yi , yi ] =

 s g
[ŷi , ŷi ], xi ∈ T.
where [ŷis , ŷig ] is the softmax output of the spoofing detector.
Note that the original losses of the spoofed-class and
genuine-class domain predictions can be denoted as:
Lsd (xi )
Lgd (xi )

=
=

Lsd (Gsd (Gf (xi ; Θf ); Θsd ), dsi )
Lgd (Ggd (Gf (xi ; Θf ); Θgd ), dgi )

(2)
(3)

Hence, the unified domain prediction loss for any training sample xi can be denoted as:
Ld (xi ) = yis Lsd (xi ) + yig Lgd (xi )

(4)

Besides, if xi is source-domain, we can calculate the spoofing
detection loss:
Ly (xi ) = Ly (Gy (Gf (xi ; Θf ); Θy ), yi )

(5)

With the aim of seeking the best parameters Θf , Θy , Θsd ,
and Θgd that minimize the spoofing detection loss and meanwhile maximize the domain prediction loss, the cost function of
the DADA framework can be formulated as follows:
1 X
λ X
C(Θf , Θy , Θsd , Θgd ) =
Ly (xi ) −
Ld (xi )
ns x ∈S
n x ∈S∪T
i

i

(6)
where n = ns +nt , and λ is a positive coefficient that trades off
two losses during back-propagation. Theoretically, Equation (6)
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Figure 1: The proposed dual-adversarial domain adaptation
(DADA) architecture for replay attack detection. It includes a
feature extractor (green), a spoofing detector (blue), as well as
two domain discriminators (red): one for the spoofed class and
the other for the genuine class. GRL stands for Gradient Reversal Layer, which reverses the gradient during back-propagation.

can be optimized by seeking the saddle point Θ̂f , Θ̂y , Θ̂sd , and
Θ̂gd such that
Θ̂f , Θ̂y = arg min C(Θf , Θy , Θ̂sd , Θ̂gd )

(7)

Θ̂sd , Θ̂gd = arg maxg C(Θ̂f , Θ̂y , Θsd , Θgd )

(8)
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d

Similar to [10, 14], the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer can be used to update the model parameters with the aid
of the gradient reversal layer.

3. Experiments
3.1. Datasets
According to [15], anti-spoofing systems trained on simulated
data cannot detect real-world spoofing attacks. Thus our work
discards the ASVspoof 2019 PA dataset where the spoofed data
is artificially simulated. All experiments are conducted on the
ASVspoof 2017 V.2 dataset [16] as well as the PA portion of
BTAS 2016 dataset [17] (denoted as BTAS-PA 2016 dataset).
Detailed statistics of two datasets are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Overall duration (in hours) as well as the numbers of
utterances and replay configurations (RC) for each subset.
Subset
dur (h)
# utts
# RCs

ASVspoof 2017 V.2
Train Dev
Eval
2.22
1.44 11.94
3014 1710 13306
3
10
57

BTAS-PA 2016
Train
Dev
Eval
20.86 19.95 21.50
7773
7795 10376
4
4
6

Covering ten different fixed pass-phrases, the genuine utterances in the ASVspoof 2017 V.2 dataset come from a subset of the RedDots corpus [18] that is commonly-used in
text-dependent ASV research. They are further replayed and
recorded using a variety of heterogeneous devices and acoustic
environments. The BTAS 2016 dataset is based on the pub-

lic AVspoof database [19], where recording and replay conditions cover different types of microphones/speakers with varying sound quality. For each dataset, we use the evaluation set
as the testing set and pool the training set and development set
as the actual training data, 10% of which are further divided as
the validation set for model selection.
3.2. Experimental setup
Most of the experimental setups in our previous work [10]
are reserved here. Firstly, we extract 257-dimensional log
power spectrograms as front-end features by computing 512point Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) every 10 ms with a
window size of 25 ms. Afterward, we apply 300-frame slidingwindow cepstral mean and variance normalization (cmvn) per
utterance as well as global standardization. Since utterance
lengths differ, we pad all utterances to the maximum length by
repeating their features within every batch, which enables them
to be processed in parallel. Due to the GPU memory limitation,
the batch size is set to 8, and the maximum utterance length
should not exceed 1500 during the training process.
PyTorch is used to implement all neural networks, whose
parametric layers are initialized with Xavier initialization [20].
We adopt the cross-entropy loss criterion as well as the SGD
optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001 and a momentum of 0.9
for all models. Furthermore, the evaluation metric is Equal Error Rate (EER), which is calculated with the score predictions
directly from the spoofing detector.
Lastly, since the amount of training data is relatively small,
especially in the ASVspoof 2017 V.2 dataset, we fix the seed
for all pseudo-random generators (both CPU and GPU) and run
each model for five times by enumerating the seed from one
to five, which makes our results more convincing and easilyreproduced. The final EER of each model is the average of five
corresponding EERs.
3.3. Model configurations
Backbones: In order to validate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed DADA framework, besides the Light CNN
(LCNN) model used in our previous work [10], this paper further investigates three model structures:
• Adapted Light CNN (LCNN): LCNN was the best system in ASVspoof 2017 [21], where a Max-Feature Map
(MFM) activation is used after each convolution operation. It also performed well in ASVspoof 2019 [22].
Therefore, we reserve the adapted LCNN as a baseline,
which applies to variable lengths of input features.
• 10-layer ResNet (ResNet10): The ResNet variations
used in ASVspoof 2019 achieved great performance in
the PA subtask [23, 24, 25]. ResNet10 comprised of only
4 residual blocks {1, 1, 1, 1} [12] is comparable with
LCNN (9-layer CNNs) in parameter size. Similarly, we
remove all batchnorm layers inside.
• Context-Gate CNN (CGCNN): CGCNN was our main
proposal in ASVspoof 2019, with promising performance in both PA and LA subtasks [13]. Specifically,
gated linear unit (GLU) activations are used to replace
the MFM activations in LCNN. Except for that, CGCNN
shares a similar structure with LCNN.
DAT and DADA frameworks: As mentioned in Section 2,
compared to the baseline models, the corresponding DAT and
DADA frameworks are constructed by adding one and two domain discriminator branches, respectively. In our experiments,

Table 2: EERs (%) of the baseline models as well as the corresponding DAT and DADA frameworks. Atrain means that Atrain is
used without labels, and similarly for Btrain .
Models

Training data

LCNN
LCNN
LCNN-DAT
LCNN-DADA
LCNN
LCNN-DAT
LCNN-DADA
ResNet10
ResNet10
ResNet10-DAT
ResNet10-DADA
ResNet10
ResNet10-DAT
ResNet10-DADA
CGCNN
CGCNN
CGCNN-DAT
CGCNN-DADA
CGCNN
CGCNN-DAT
CGCNN-DADA

Atrain + Btrain
Atrain
Atrain + Btrain
Atrain + Btrain
Btrain
Btrain + Atrain
Btrain + Atrain
Atrain + Btrain
Atrain
Atrain + Btrain
Atrain + Btrain
Btrain
Btrain + Atrain
Btrain + Atrain
Atrain + Btrain
Atrain
Atrain + Btrain
Atrain + Btrain
Btrain
Btrain + Atrain
Btrain + Atrain

Testing sets
Aeval
Beval
Avg
14.15 5.87
10.01
10.13 12.43 11.28
10.21 11.51 10.86
10.05 10.07 10.06
18.65 8.83
13.74
18.37 8.94
13.65
16.60 9.34
12.97
15.49 5.92
10.70
13.36 16.77 15.06
13.35 17.00 15.17
14.72 12.83 13.77
22.21 6.11
14.16
22.74 7.02
14.88
15.74 5.69
10.71
13.39 4.58
8.98
12.49 18.21 15.35
10.87 17.84 14.35
11.27 13.64 12.45
20.60 6.59
13.59
19.79 6.86
13.32
16.20 7.34
11.77

each domain discriminator is a 2-layer perceptron (input size:
64, hidden size: 64, output size:2), mapping the 64-dimensional
output from the feature extractor to 2 classes (source and target
domains). All model definitions are open-source 1 .
DAT and DADA training strategies: To compensate for the
data imbalance between the source and target domains, we oversample the minority one to match the majority one. Afterward, we update the model parameters every two batches: one
is source-domain and the other is target-domain. Moreover, to
suppress the noisy domain signals at the early training stages,
the trade-off factor λ adapts from 0 to 1 gradually, following
the schedule:
λ =

2
−1
1 + exp(−γ · e)

(9)

where γ is set as 0.01 (after fine-tuning), and e refers to the
number of epochs that have been trained.
3.4. Results and analysis
Here, we denote the training data (both training set and development set) and the testing set (evaluation set) of the ASVspoof
2017 V.2 dataset and BTAS-PA 2016 dataset as Atrain , Aeval ,
Btrain , and Beval , respectively. EERs (%) of different systems
are compared in Table 2.
Although the baseline models achieve great performance on
in-domain testing sets, they generalize poorly on cross-domain
testing sets, with significant performance degradation. For example, ResNet10 trained on Btrain achieves 6.11% EER on Beval ,
while only 22.21% EER on Aeval . By adopting the DAT framework, the performance degradation can be slightly reduced
for both LCNN and CGCNN, but increased for ResNet10.
1 https://github.com/JiJiJiang/ASV-Anti-Spoofing-DADA.git

(a) LCNN: domain=A

(b) LCNN: domain=B

Figure 3: The DET curves for the LCNN, LCNN-DAT, and
LCNN-DADA models, respectively, when tested on Beval .

(c) LCNN-DAT: domain=A

(d) LCNN-DAT: domain=B

DAT framework, although the whole domain discrepancy is
mitigated slightly, LCNN-DAT fails to discriminate spoofed
samples from genuine ones well. However, not only LCNNDADA aligns the data distributions better in fine grain, but also
it acquires a stronger spoofing-discriminative capability, which
shows that the proposed DADA approach is more effective and
generalizes better on unseen cross-domain data.
3.4.2. Detection Error Trade-off curve

(e) LCNN-DADA: domain=A

(f) LCNN-DADA: domain=B

Figure 2: The t-SNE visualization of all training data embeddings in each domain that are extracted by LCNN trained on
Atrain , LCNN-DAT trained on “Atrain +Btrain ”, and LCNN-DADA
trained on “Atrain +Btrain ”, respectively. The ASVspoof 2017 V.2
dataset (A) and the BTAS-PA 2016 dataset (B) are the source
domain and target domain, respectively.

However, each DADA framework significantly outperforms the
corresponding baseline model and DAT framework in crossdomain evaluation scenarios. In addition, for each DADA
framework, it achieves comparable performance with the corresponding baseline model as well as the DAT framework within
the original source domain. Considering both testing sets, the
new DADA approach achieves the best overall generalization
performance, as seen in the “Avg” column.
We also train the baseline model on “Atrain + Btrain ” to investigate the upper bound of the proposed DADA framework.
It is shown that the proposed DADA framework can achieve
averagely very close performance to the corresponding baseline model trained on “Atrain + Btrain ”, especially for ResNet10DADA trained on “Btrain + Atrain ”. Interestingly, although the
baseline model trained on “Atrain + Btrain ” outperforms that
trained on only Btrain when tested on Beval , it performs worse
on Aeval compared with that trained on only Atrain . The reason
is probably that Atrain is much smaller than Btrain , making the
baseline model over-fit to the B domain severely.

Since EER only corresponds to the threshold where the miss
rate equals to the false alarm rate, the detection error trade-off
(DET) curve is adopted to intuitively show the system performance at each threshold. Figure 3 compares the DET curves for
the same models mentioned above. Obviously, the new LCNNDADA model achieves both lower miss rate and false alarm rate
at any threshold in comparison with the LCNN and LCNN-DAT
models, which reveals the robustness of the proposed DADA
framework for replay spoofing attack detection.

4. Conclusions
Although the domain adversarial training (DAT) framework
mitigates the domain mismatch for replay attack detection, it
cannot acquire a strong spoofing-discriminative capability due
to the false alignment of spoofed and genuine pairs across
domains. This paper proposes the dual-adversarial domain
adaptation (DADA) framework to enable fine-grained alignment of spoofed and genuine data separately by using two
domain discriminators, thus effectively alleviating the false
alignment problem and further improving generalization performance for replay spoofing detection. Experiments conducted on
the ASVspoof 2017 V.2 dataset as well as the BTAS-PA 2016
dataset show that the newly proposed DADA framework significantly outperforms the corresponding baseline model (LCNN,
ResNet10 or CGCNN) and our previous DAT framework in
cross-domain evaluation scenarios, with the best overall generalization performance. Furthermore, examples are given to
show the effectiveness and robustness of the DADA framework
for generalized replay attack detection.

3.4.1. t-SNE visualization
To better understand the mechanism of the new DADA framework, we use t-SNE projection [26] to visualize embedding
distributions of the models. An example is shown in Figure 2. LCNN trained on Atrain cannot generalize well on B
domain because of the obvious domain mismatch. With the
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